
Corporate Training
Solutions Overview



Introduction
At Dalen Design Concepts we provide specialist furniture design and manufacture 
of discrete products to suit client needs. Our solutions are based on considerable 
experience in universities where collaborative meeting spaces and effective work 
places are of paramount importance to deliver leading active learning spaces.



Working in teams to solve problems that require 
analysis, research and critical thinking to ensure 
detailed subject understanding.

The Synergy collaborative table can be used in any 
environment.

Training Knowledge Transfer

Employee & Graduate Training
Today’s employers are looking beyond graduates that just excel in their chosen subject, 
requiring their new recruits too demonstrate essential skills that equip them for a wide 
range of collaborative engagements that are a vital element of modern working practices.

Creating the right Environment
Our open-plan training room solutions help generate an atmosphere that readily 
encourages a sharing of information. The use of Synergy collaborative tables creates 
hubs of activity that includes technology where possible to share knowledge and 
understanding of business outcomes.
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It is essential to demonstrate skills that equip trainees 
for a wide range of collaborative engagements that 
are vital elements of modern working practices.

Training Client Education
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Corporate collaborative environments blend 
furniture, space and technology with new active 
learning methods to bring about benefits to both 
their employees and their own reputation.

Training Management

Interactive spaces
These new spaces can help promote internal development of staff and trainees where 
planned and unplanned group meetings can be convened to drive through key decisions 
or topics.

Corporate Training Rooms
Training rooms engage employees in deeper subject understanding and help develop a 
range of workplace skills. These types of solutions are using to help groups work in teams 
to solve problems that require analysis, research and critical thinking.
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As universities compete for the best students, modern corporate-style facilities delivering excellence
in learning and teaching and better preparing graduates for life beyond their studies will help recruit 
the best students and increase their employment prospects upon graduation.

Synergy workstations are used for group collaboration during training sessions for small group analysis. 
Seamlessly technology can be integrated to allow you to synchronise and display group work locally or 
amongst the cluster.

Dalen Design Concepts help produce solutions that play to the social strengths of people and relationships 
where teamwork and talking to solve complex problems are key. Replacing outdated training techniques, 
we deliver benefits to trainees and instructors through our corporate training solutions:

•  Trainees enjoy learning more and achieve better outcomes.
•  Trainees are better equipped with transferable skills for employment or research or continuing training
• Instructors have an better environment to work with.

Just as in all collaborative environments, these Corporate training rooms help blend furniture, 
space and technology with new pedagogies to bring about these benefits to both their students and 
their own reputations.

Active Learning Studios
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Modern corporate-style facilities deliver excellence in 
learning and better prepare employees for life beyond 
the classroom and help recruit the best candidates for 
employment.

Training Corporate Standards

Using Collaborative Spaces
The business community are embracing the collaborative approach as part of their agile 
working methods. Collaborative meeting tables can be utilised from small office spaces 
to large meeting rooms, our Synergy solutions allow the user to change the ethos of the 
meeting space. This new style of meeting breaks down departmental barriers and helps 
become more collaborative promoting more positive outcomes.

Maximising Value from the Physical Environment
Breakout spaces have been proven to increase activity within trainees. By slightly altering 
the environment, it helps to raise work rate and morale and increase knowledge transfer.
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Birmingham Office, Showroom & Factory
Dalen Limited
Valepits Road
Garretts Green
Birmingham
B33 0TD
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)121 508 4350
E-mail: sales@dalendesigns.co.uk
Web: www.dalendesigns.co.uk


